InPassion Manifesto

Changeology™
Concept:
Conscious Exploration of the “Science” of Change.

Postulate:
Change is the only Constant in Life.

Conscious Exploration:
Life is an Adventure with many purposes and paths, many goals, dreams and
desires. The aim is to:
Learn to enjoy the way, for true realization occurs within each step and not
only when we conquer each Goal, Dream or Desire.
Learning to flow with Life, with Flexibility, Acceptance and Adaptability.
Letting go of the Fight against circumstances, rigidly preventing the natural
flow of existence.
Clarity consists on releasing dogmas, fixed habits, limiting beliefs and
patterns, so that we can create, each one for oneself, new patterns and
perspectives that are free from the Survival Mechanism’s intrisic Fear.

Practically implementing a reality where there is no Drama, Victimhood or
Abuse and where the Heart’s voice is the one that guides the Mind and not
the opposite.
Letting go of the 7 Love Killers: Possessiveness, Need, Attachment,
Dependency, Guilt, Jealousy and Conditional Love in order to surrender to
Vulnerability, shattering our defensive walls, opening our doors to a Greater
Love, free from pain.
Letting go of the Illusions of Loneliness and Constant Seeking in order to
finally come back Home, to the comfort of our Safe Space, always in the
company of our Essence, where there is All we have ever sought for.
Letting go of worries derived from Lack, that feed off of our absence from
the Present, shadowing a yet inexistent Future.
Diluting expectations which are the cause of disappointment and frustration,
understanding that there is no other purpose but to Evolve – there is,
therefore, no way to fail when allowing ourselves to flow.
Assuming 100% Responsibility for our creations, using the infinite potential
of Conscious Choice, releasing our doubts towards the unknown and our
need to have everything under control.
Praticing total Surrender to our Essence, in complete Trust.
Recognising that Guilt belongs to no one, not even ourselves and thus we
can release it, letting go also of Resentment, accepting that the Creative
Power of Change belongs to us.
We detach from the Past with Gratitude and Simplicity, in order to embrace
the Now with no resistance.
We assume our Mastery and create the life we really want.
We celebrate it each instant, in each Breath, fulfilled and overflowing with a
Love that never ends, an intense Joy that sprouts from our Centre, in Inner
Unity, spreading Harmony throughout our World.
We generously and abundantly share All that We Are, because Fulfilment
overflows and cannot be contained.

Being InPassion is all of this and this is why we create and live realities where all is
Possible and where Success resides in the Peace of allowing ourselves to Be All that
We Are.
InPassion is for those who want an Abundant, Inspired,
Passionate and Fulfilled Life.

Is this what you want for yourself?

Welcome to the Changeologists’ Club 

